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Exhibition explores architects’ ideas for urban river swimming

An exhibition exploring architects’ ideas for wild urban swimming in cities around the world opens in London today.

Urban Plunge looks at both existing schemes and future visions for river swimming in the heart of Copenhagen, London and New York.

Curated by Jane Withers, the design consultant and founder of the Wonderwater sustainability initiative, it opens tomorrow at the Zaha Hadid-
designed Roca Gallery in Fulham.

Withers has picked five key projects to illustrate architecture and design’s role in radically changing river usage and challenging our attitude to
the urban water environment.

Capturing the current enthusiasm for natural swimming experiences, the project features work by Studio Octopi on the Thames, Ooze (Eva
Pfannes & Sylvain Hartenberg) and Marjetica Potrc at Kings Cross, Julien De Smedt (JDS) Architects and Tredje Natur, both in Copenhagen, and
Family and PlayLab in New York.

Withers said: “The possibility to change city rivers from undervalued thoroughfares to places where we can swim offers amazing opportunities
for new urban experiences and wellbeing, as the projects showcased in Urban Plunge demonstrate. “

Urban Plunge is a free exhibition at Roca London Gallery and runs six days a week until January 10, 2015.

 

The projects
Copenhagen
The sculptural Harbour Baths (Julien De Smedt Architects) have already proved an incredible success in bringing new life to the Harbour
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Islands Brygge area. It emerged out of a desire to extend the surrounding park on to the water.

Kalvebod Waves (Julien De Smedt Architects) is inner Copenhagen’s counterpart to Islands Brygge, providing water sports as well as
sunbathing.

Faaborg Harbour Bath (Julien De Smedt Architects) has forked piers branching out sewards, creating swimming areas between them.

HOW | House of Water (Tredje Natur), is a visionary idea for a new island for Copenhagen harbour dedicated to education about water and
the environment.

London
Studio Octopi’s Thames Baths proposes a series of permanent central London river bathing stations.

King’s Cross Pond Club (Ooze & Marjetica Potrč ) is a temporary pool on the King’s Cross development site opening this autumn that will
create an enclave for public use in the private land under construction. The water will be purified through a natural process using wetland
plants to create a refreshing and clean swimming experience only 15 minutes’ walk from King’s Cross station.

New York
+ POOL (Family New York & PlayLab) is a floating swimming pool proposed for the middle of the East River, New York City. It is already a
phenomenal success story having surpassed its Kickstarter fundraising target to create the world’s first river water-filtering pool. In
addition, the + POOL team has launched a Dashboard, in collaboration with Google Drive, a digital tool that will monitor New York’s water
quality on LIVE time. + POOL is scheduled to launch in 2016. 
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